Advisen’s Cyber Liability Underwriting Analysis solutions allow users to quickly assemble and understand the exposures, historical loss trends, and potential losses based on peers for an individual insured and across your firm’s entire book of business. Advisen helps streamline the underwriting process so you can make sense of your results based on consistent and information-based underwriting methods.

► Better risk assessment
  ✓ Advisen provides Cyber Liability underwriters deep risk assessment information on over 16 million companies (public & private) including detailed descriptions of operations, turnover, employees and complete locations listings.
  ✓ Using Advisen’s unrivaled dockets collection & large loss database, MSCAd, underwriters can avoid potential losses based on a company’s tainted history or losses in the industry.
  ✓ Cyber Liability-focused news searches will highlight relevant exposures and events from over 4,000 major and local news sources.
  ✓ Track credit scores and revenue, assets and employee size broken down by business segment and location to better understand a firms overall financial health.

► Market Insight
  ✓ Dynamic analytics help you understand and monitor the marketplace by providing insight into market trends and related to the risk you are underwriting by a suite of unique variables.

► Flexible delivery (Reports, Templates, Integrated Solutions)
  ✓ Advisen Cyber Liability Reports are delivered via email 90-days ahead of renewal by Advisen’s support desk who make sure underwriters have the most up to date company profile and loss information – “Let Advisen do the work.”
  ✓ Underwriters can also use Advisen’s Templates system pre-populated with exposure, financials and loss data to dig into interactive features like news searches, and streamline underwriting questions.
  ✓ Advisen information and tools can be integrated into your policy administration system via web services to make underwriting risk analysis a true part of the underwriting workflow. Actuaries can benefit from Advisen data feeds which relate multiple exposures to a single identifier and can be used for feeding into pricing & rate modeling.

Cyber Liability-related Federal Dockets include:
   → Intellectual Property
   → FOIA
   → Torts

Contact Advisen at support@advisen.com or +1.212.897.4800
www.advisen.com

“Advisen’s reports allow me to catch red flags I might otherwise miss.”
Advisen delivers reports, data feeds & web services based on your needs.

Cyber Liability-focused news highlight hidden exposures and relevant underwriting content sorted by topics.

Millions of full news articles updated real-time from more than 4,000 news sources with 10 year historical archive full search capability (Dow Jones, Factiva, from global news to local coverage via newspapers & business publications).

For more information contact your Advisen rep. at 1.212.887.4800, email support@advisen.com
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